Recipe For Marriage Wedding Hamper
£128.66 £115.80
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
The Recipe For Marriage Wedding Hamper gift is a sparkling and
stylish wedding present which features prosecco, chocolates, and
both modern and classic wedding themed giftware items that are
guaranteed to please a newly married couple.

Details
The Recipe For Marriage Wedding Hamper Gift is a unique, and thoughtful wedding gift which can be delivered in the run up to the happy
couple's wedding day, or afterwards when the wedding celebrations are over and they've returned from their honeymoon. This highly
attractive open wicker gift basket combines the popular celebration gift hamper components of sparkling prosecco wine, and chocolates with
beautiful, top quality wedding themed giftware. This beautiful Wedding themed gift basket contains a matching gift set of gift boxed porcelain
"Mr and Mrs" Gift Mug Set from East of India. These elegant conical mugs are beautifully produced, with the ribbing from the potter’s wheel
apparent in the mug surface. They are a pale cream colour, with a clear glaze. The surface is imprinted with grey "Mr and Mrs" lettering set at
jaunty angles. One mug reads Mrs, the other reads Mr. The "Recipe For Marriage" ready-to-frame poem print, is a warm and witty exploration
the real and romantic ingredients of marriage; wording as below: A Recipe For Marriage A pinch of understanding A tablespoon of trust A drop
of fun and flattery And a smattering of lust. A teaspoon of adventure A heap of hopes and wishes An ounce or two of thoughtfulness And a
scoop of hugs and kisses. A grain or two of constancy A dash of admiration A slice of friends and family And a cup of conversation. A dollop of
devotion A soupcon of surprise A bunch of boring household chores And a spot of compromise. A drizzling of honesty A sprinkling of laughter A
splash of patience and support Makes… a Happy Ever After! Also included in the Recipe For Marriage Wedding hamper is a "Just Married"
script, decorative wooden sign, and a pretty "With Love" Candle Tin to serve as a reminder of their promise to love each other in marriage. And
of course for celebration purposes there is a bottle of Guerrieri Rizzardi Prosecco, and two boxes of delicious Lindt Swiss Chocolates for the
happily married couple to share. A Lindt Master Chocolatier Selection Box as well as a Lindt Lindor Assorted Truffles Selection Box. The Recipe
For Marriage gift basket is a beautifully wrapped gift, which will arrive adorned in satin ribbon, and accompanied by a wedding greetings card
filled with your message of congratulations.

Additional Information
Contents
Guerrieri Rizzardi Prosecco 75cl
"Receipe For Marriage" Poem Print by Bespoke Verse
Mr and Mrs Gift Mug Set by East of India
Just Married Wooden Words Sign
Lindt Lindor Assorted Truffles Selection Box
With Love Candle Tin by Pintail Candles
Lindt Master Chocolatier Selection Box 235g
Medium White Wicker Gift Basket
Gift wrapped and decorated in silk ribbon
Wedding Wishes Gift Card
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